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Therapy  

Some of the questions 

1. Each element in the world now must promote its therapeutic value from individual 

(psycho)therapies to large corporations 

2. Everyone must share to be helped to share through therapy 

3. Therapeutic culture gratifies every need before it is articulated 

4. It creates an appetite for therapeutic products and services  

Excess of sharing and caring 

1. One no longer just goes for help – but one enters a whole ideology of caring - All of modern life is 

catered for by some therapy product – and has come to fill the place of traditional religions 

Therapeutic relationships 

1. As the destruction of personal ties and direct conversation is occurring – there is the aggressive 

promotion of these through publications, glossy literature, videos and the internet  

2. Jameson describes floating signifiers – message that circulate without the friction with the real, 

and the burden of having to mean anything in particular, except themselves 

Public relations 

1. With the growth and promotion of public relations, there has been a parallel growth of paranoid 

relations 

2. Mutual antagonism, suspicion, litigation, harassment, victimisation, abuse, bullying, unfair 

dismissal, miscarriages of justice.  

3. Documentation of details, recording, monitoring – screens to watch over us – the caring gaze 

Family  

1. As the family weakened, family therapy became the therapeutic focus to monitor and manage the 

breakdown 

Same games 

1. Therapy occupies a parallel (para) sympathetic universe 

2. Holotropism – whole growth – boasts various shamanistic procedures, aboriginal healing 

ceremonies, the healing trance, different spiritual practices.  

3. Business, therapy, myth, complexity, chaos – have all become equivalent 

4. Therapy has become a multinational and corporations have become therapeutic 

5. It is difficult to be critical of therapy and therapy culture as there is no outside in which to distance 

oneself.  

Mastery 

1. There has been an explosion of self-power. After mass production comes mass seduction by 

therapeutic systems –  
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2. Training and regulation to bring about healthy functioning 

3. At some point there is resistance to the worldwide work of therapy  

 

Therapy  

1. Brene Brown – TED Talk and Netflix, the Call to Courage also focuses on the things such as 

emotions and the self – but the wider context is that of neoliberalism.  

2. The neoliberal context – enables an abstraction of self  

3. And focuses on the notion of the self as a project as an imperative for personal growth and 

fulfilment and highlighting the affect management for self-regulation  

Therapy 

1. It is inner-directed and preoccupied with the self 

2. In a similar way to how religious discourse has been used  - for self-transformation  

Super soul Sunday  

1. Even the terminology that is used – such as her Super Soul Sunday which suggests that individuals 

are responsible for their own fate - Regardless of contexts 

2. Productivity, connections, happiness and even love – are key things highlighted in these discourses 

3. The call is to focus on the feelings that influence us in everyday life and aligns us with neoliberal 

ideology that allocates blame to the self 

Neo-liberalism  

1. Liberalism – is associated with Adam Smith and the Wealth of Nations which advocated the 

abolition of government intervention in economic matters 

2. No restrictions on manufacturing, no barriers to commerce, no tariffs, free trade 

3. As well as a focus on individualism, free enterprise and free competition  

4. New-liberalism is about how the market rules everything – free enterprise without government 

intervention, cutting public expenditure for social services, deregulation, privations – selling state 

owned enterprises, eliminating the concept of the public good or community and replacing it with 

individual responsibility  

Therapy.  

1. Whilst People such as Brown may highlight deeper understandings of ourselves they can also 

exploit the self – positioning feelings as the result of flawed thoughts and emotions 

2. Therapeutic discourses are also taken up and targeted more at females 

3. It gives the illusion of making space for emotion but doesn’t actually challenge the structures that 

bring about anxiety etc. in the first place. 

 


